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Jacaltee Is a Mayan language spoken in northwestern Huehuetenango Department 

in Guatemala. Ixil 4s a Mayan language spoken in northern Quiche Department in 

Guatemala* The present paper is a preliminary attempt to reconstruct a hypothetical 

Broto-Jacaltec-Ixil (PJI) such that, supposing there was a time when Jacaltec and 

Ixil split from a parent language, PJI would represent that parent* Historical 

reconstruction within the Mayan family informs us that Ixil split from the Mamoid 

branch of Mayan at an earlier stage than did Jacaltec, so that strictly speaking 

there is no historical PJI* The present reconstruction provides a formula repre- 

senting a relationship between Jacaltec and Ixil which is of interest in conjunction 

with other formulas representing relationships between other members of the Mayan 

family* 

In the citations of data for this paper, pairs of reflexes are given in the 

order Jacaltec-Ixil* Reconstructions are marked with a prefixed *• Items from 

single languages will be identified by J for Jacaltec and I for Ixil* 

JACALTBC PHONEMES 

Present-day Jacaltec phftnemes are as followst 

e  o 

a 
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JXJL PHOMEMES 

Present-day Ixil phonemes are as follows: 

i i- 

e •• 

a a- 

Ixil phonemes /b d g f/ occur principally in words of Spanish origin, although 

submembers of these phoneaes now fluctuate with submembers of similar Ixil phonemes 

in words of Ixil origin. Presumably a similar thing occurs in Jacal tec, but the 

present corpus does not contain Spanish loan words* 

There is a phonemic contrast between long and short Jewels in Ixil} none of 

the Jacaltec vowels were marked for length* 

Jacaltec evidences a phonemic contrast between fxj and /h/t while Ixil does 

not* Jacaltec evidences a phonemic contrast between /n/ and /}/, while Ixil does 

not* 

Apart from these considerations, there is a symbol-for-symbol correspondence 

between the present-day alphabets for the two languages* 
PJI LABIAL SERIES  , 

*ft  Initial P-/P- 

79. pop pop straw mat 

100. pax PW to fold, to bend double 

110. pom pom incense 
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111*. poho pó- pus 

125. palan pala forehead 

180. p«i P*¿ lying face up 

203. pic poo to «rap up 

206. POOOOK poxo dust 

272. P»t 
V 

pao house 

275. P"frp poeta bean of wood 

277. PW pe? corral 

278. pepil W1 fence/fenced-in plot 

283. pia pin thick (solids) 

302. pet pat soon/but 

Medial -p-/-p- 

69. 
7 
qopo 

i 
qopo uraerriedy unmeted 

Final   -p/-p 

9. *»P aap coyol (pala fruit) 

U3. sip »ip tick (insect) 

79. pop pop straw aat 

The data include one correspondence p-/?- (11*5) end one correspondence p»/jr- 

(156). These pairs any or aay not prove to be cognates) at present the data are 

insufficient to demonstrate systematic correspondences. 

*p Initial p-/¿- 

6, paxal 

29. 
i 
p»q 

65. P^IOT 

187. P* 

188. 
1 

p« 

252. 
1. 
pit 

262. pokwi 

pa7la?x 
7 7 

pen 
•? 

p«y 

pi** 

popal 

com cob 

(fruit) pit, (fruit) stone 

cougar 

to walk/to go 

road 

song 

hat 
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Medial   -P-/-P- 

37.   lopal lo-'W 
107*   ?upulte7 xupee7 

291. kapep kapil 

298. 7aqpal 7aqpal 

Final   -p/-p 

26,   qap 
7    7 

38.   9lskap fiskap 

51.   1«P hap 

\@ nup sip 

85.   f?up ffap 

lltlt.   /up •W 
167,   /lp ¿Ip 

235.   ?alip ^alip 

fruit 

blovg?s 

two/second 

night 

hand 

scorpion 

honeybee 

smoke 

to suck 

saliva 

to write 

daughter-in-law 

The data include one each of the following correspondences t -p/-0 (li*8), 

P-/W (86), -p/-n (166), 4M (27U), -7-P (112), -lq»V-p- (262), -l-/-p- (108). 

More data nay prove or disprove the possibility of valid correspondence for these 

pairs. 

«w Initial v-/w- 

12U. vi? 

Ui9. way 

172. wayke 

208. vie* 

Medial «^./-w- 

No exaaples in this corpus with -w-/-w- for both languages, but there are 

examples (one each) of *w-/-w (3) and -*/-w- (10). 

Final «*/-w 

wi head 

wat to sleep 

waeVu to dream 

vi* mountain 

102. ecw ce'w cold 
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115. saw sa'w to vomit 

21*6. siw so7w to be afraid 

293. haw ka7w twice/second 

The data arc inconclusive for the following correspondences, for each of which 

one pair of words is included: -w/-0 (63), -w/-?- (263), -h-/-w- (292), -m/-w- (39), 

p-A* (86), s-/w- (8), -s/-w (1U1). 

Initial • -A- 
9. aap nap coyol (palm fruit) 

53. aolaq aocoq tadpole 

120. aek nas left (hand) 

132. «OC melek rib 

157. •UK aux to bury 

226. *oy noy cloud, fog/dusk 

236* •an nan father/ancestor 

260. mas ma* to fool around/to deceive 

Medial -• i-A- 

10U. *» /iaay gourd dipper 

225. 
2, 
cuael cuail star 

233. 
?icaail 

?leWl her husband 

Final -«/ '-. 

7. 7isia isia shelled com 

12. Hm leu. squash 

18. cia 
7 

cin thateh 

3lw kucaa kucam cut trunk/trunk 

Ul. fia sia spider 

65. palaa palaa cougar 

70. citan clean pig 



92. 7a/an 1a¿am salt 

110. pon pon incense 

123. e\m M skin 

155. kan kan to die 

171. CUH cun to understand/to think, to be sad 

236. aaa nam father/ancestor 

25o. ?elqon 3elqon thief 

267. cea dan to weave 

283. pin pin thick (solids) 

the data include two sets of words exhibiting the correspondence -n/-x (168, 

196), and one each of the following: -«/-A (237)» -»/-w (39), •*-/•* (59)* Additional 

data nay or nay not provide a basis for reconstructions. 

PJI ALVEOLAR SERIES 

The present corpus contains only two cognate pairs (135 and 302) evidencing the 

correspondence t/t (one each initial and final) and two cognate pairs (261 and 73) 

for t/t (also one each initial and final), which renders suspect the reconstruction 

of *t > t/t or of «t > t/t. It is possible that further data will provide evidence 

for these reconstructions) however the following data for correspondences 4/4 and 

t/4 allow for another possibilityt 

4/4  Initial 4-/4- 

10. ffaxoy 

78. 4ok 

103. «\» 

lOlt. c'ina 

lWt. 4*9 

167. 4ip 

Medial -4-Z-4- 

eV*no7y caterpillar 

M to cut 

•V gourd (water-earrying 

4imy gourd dipper 

/up saliva 

41* to write 
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58. 7ah/oq ?a*V nale turkey 

275. pejfap poa'on beam of wood 

Final -4/-4 

208. vi* wi/ mountain 

t/4   Initial t-/4- 

22. tah A pine 

25. te? •V tree 

75. tan ^ax ashes 

97. tah *q cooked 

119. ti7 «V aouth 

216. tax ** dry 

239. taq7 Aq to answer 

286. tat «W thick (liquid) 

Medial -t-/-V- 

20. itah i^ax herb 

271. ^atut V<V house 

Final -t/-V 

8. sat W face 

252. pit Pi/ song 

271. 7atut v<v house 

286. tat •V thick (liquid) 

v> Ít/4 in «nv. 

«W «lssHhei 

With the exception of sets 275» 271 and 252, ve can set up the statsasnt 

__ [lew vowell f 

elsewhere j 

The exceptions night be explained by postulating either that they resulted iron 

changes at an historical period after PJI > J/l, or that they could be the result of 

borrowing iron a language or languages which had influence upon J or I at some tine 
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after the split. A further possibility is that further data nay demonstrate convin- 

ding reasons for separate reconstructions to explain 414 and t/«*. On the basis of 

the present corpus, however, the solution proposed above seems to be Justified at 

least as a hypothesis pending further investigation. 

This hypothesis would seem to fit the data for the cognate sets exhibiting the 

•4   correspondence 414» with the exceptions 7k» 92 and 27li, which presumably are subject 

to the same explanation as for 4/4 above. The present corpus contains no corres- 

pondences t/4» which is not surprising given the statistical infrequency of J t'. 

Sets exhibiting the 4/4 correspondence arc * 

W4   Initial M- 

15.   ?inte? ¿fin yuca 

$1.   ¿fikin ¿fikin partridgeAird 

59.   jfanun pVm hummingbird 

71».   W *V to bum (intr)/to bum (tr) 

85.   'ftp sup to suck 

123.   jfum |fam skin 

222.   frl tfil dirt 

268.   frs 4i* to sew 

Medial   4-/4- 

92.   ?•£• l&m salt 

11»5.   pijfra ?ltó to be bom 

27U.   pipvp y** wall 

Final   4/4 

156.   pijí w to kill 

The data include the following correspondences (some of which may be resolved 

by corrections in the data)t -4/4 (282), «Vc- (198), «Vc- (77), -eV-k7 (122), 

¿-h- (166, 303), «*-/y- (2bl), -c-/-*- (233), 4/4 (207), -T-/4- (172), íf-/¿- («1, 

281), -4/4 (282), jf-/i- (177), k-/?- (169), c-/sV (50, 62), -t/-0 (30), -t/-l (2l»l), 
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W-8- (230), -t-/t- (138), -k/-t (198), tU/c- (199), -t-/i- (138). 

*s  Initial s -/s- 

28. sacil sacil squash s«cd 

U3, *ip sip tick (insect) 

U6. sanik sanie ant 

80, si7 si? firewood 

98. san scale griddle 

163. sax sae white 

195. ,ik sik to piek up 

259. •MfBi sae to play 

Medial -s -/-»- 

23. ¿isis cisis cypress 

55. ?usnix 1 0 qu's buzsard 

281. Vi*I«l eispal broon 

Final -s/ '-9 

lit. ^is is potato 

23. cisis cisis cypress 

1*8. u. 7us aosquito 

268. ifc. ^i. to scv 

Included in the data, and subject to further study, are the following corres- 

pondences! a-/*- (170), s-/»- (217), a-*- (8), s-y- (253), -l/-« (26l), n-/«- (76), 

-s/-»- (138), t-/-»- (230), 

«n  Initial n-/n- 

Medial 15.   frnte? #in 

h/d,   sanik sanie 

111*   kunlaa akun 

39. naa nevi' butterfly 

287. nohnax 

289. nahat nao 
full 

distant 

yuca 

ant 

vi tehdootor 
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228. cencew cunce7w frost 

232. ?anap ^anap son of female sibling/sister 

237.  isnam nan lady 

238. vinax nax san 

287. nohnax nonax full 

Final -n/-n 

U7. sen sa7n gnat/aosquito 

57. fakin ]fckin partridge/bird 

118. cikin sikin car 

136. qon ken brain 

160. qan 
i 
qan yellow 

295. hun xun one/(eoabining font of)one 

Included in the data, and subject to further study, are the following corres- 

pondencest «n/-0 (1»9), -n/-c (211), -n/-l (13U), -n-/-« (5°)» -0An (95), -j*-/-n- 

(UO), -h/-n (211»), h-/-n- (210»), -l/-n (187), -«/•* (237), -n/"* íl35» 177)» "P/** 

(166), -xAn (17W. 

«1  Initial 1-/1- 

36. lo lo7 to eat/to eat fruit 

73. lii lit7 spark/lightening 

201». lak lak to stick (something) together 

21»7. loq loq to buy 

292. lahon lawal ten 

Medial -1-/-1- 

65. pal» palaa cougar 

125. palan pal. forehead 

235. 7«lip ?alip daughter-in-law 

250. 7«lqoa •lqoa thief 
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265. 
7   i 

kolqap 7Iskolqap ring 

300. hetal qalen tomorrow 

Final   -1/ -1 

5. nal xal car of dry com 

27. 4* qol turpentine 

28. sacil sacil squash seed 

89. ?al ?m?í liquid 

127. kul *u7l belly^elly (scat of cnotions) 

131. sil si?l hair 

158. ?il ?il to sec 

182. cal cal at the side of 

18b. huí ?ul to cone 

186. ?el ?«1 to go out 

190. ?al al heavy 

197. kal ¿al to tie 

205. hol xul hole 

222. ?U ¡fil dirt 

231. ¿atol kaol son of male 

298. ?aqpal ^aqpal night. 

Included in the data, and subject to further study, are the following corres- 

pondences t -1/-0* (266), -1-/-C- (53), W9- (175), -l/-k7 (Ui3), -l/-n (187), -i-A 

(108), -l/-s (261), -c/-l- (132), -C-/-1 (15U), -h/-l (137), -n/-l (131»), -n/»1 

(292), -r/-l (229). 

PJI PALATALIZED SERIES 

The corpus includes sets exhibiting correspondences both of c/c and of t/c. 

There is a teaptation to set up, on the analogy of 4/4 «nd t/4, the statement 
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en env. 

elsewhere 

because of the paucity of examples of both t-/c- and of -t-/-c-. However, this 

would force us to consider t-/c- in 2l»9 and -t-/-c- in 70 as later developments or 

borrowings and to include -c/-c in 16, 113 and 203 in this same speculation* Another 

possibility would be to set up a statement 

[low vowel 
«c > 

1-t/-c in env. [low voweljj  1 

c/c elsewhere j 

with 253 and 113 as exceptions to this statement. A third possibility is that 

further data might establish the necessity for setting up separate proto phonemes 

*ty for c/c and t/s, such as, for example, «c > c/c and *ty > t/c» The undesirability 

of setting up two palatalized phonemes where one might prove to be sufficient argues 

against the latter course, but if we do not we are left with more exceptions which 

much be explained on other grounds. Following are the data, from the present corpus 

for c/e and t/ct 

*c    Initial c -/c- 

71. ee ee horse/deer 

82. ci7 cV dog 

90. ci ci to eat meat 

91. cipe cip «eat 

102. ccw ce7w cold 

2i<0. cex eax to send 

261». can eik skirt 

267. éem cea to weave 

Medial -c I-/-C- 

28. sacil saeil squash seed 

31». kueaa kucam cut trunk/trunk 
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50. cucu qansucu map 

259. saxci sac to play 

Final -c/-c 

16. \c \c ehile 

113. qaxae haxae itch 

203. pie poc to wrap up 

Included in tha data, and subject to correction or to further study, are the 

following correspondencest -c-/-«? (233), -e/-c-  (96), c-/c- (Ui8), -c/-c (276), 

c-/?- (215), c-A- (1U3), c-Ar- (13«, -c-/*- (189). «Vc- (198), c-/e- (23), 

6-/c- (31), -W-0- (230), -k/-c U»6), -1-/-C- (53), -s/-c- (220), s-#- (21|2), 

y-/c- (9h, 122| 196), c-/c- (70, ll|2). 

*ty Initial Wc- 

21»9. toh CO to pay 

Medial -t*/-e- 

70. citaa clean pig 

Final -t/-e 

253. sot yoc rattle 

272. pat P* hut 
9 

279. cat 
7 

cae bed 

289. nahat na ó distant 

The glottalised counterparts are not nuateous in the present datat 
i in 

*o    Initial c-/c- 
T 1 

10. ciw cewes      anona 

18. eia eia        thatch 

211. cen cie        aetal 
1 7 

229. oer eel        rainbow 
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The present corpus contains no examples of -c-/-c- or of -c/-c. 

Included in the data, and subject to correction or to further study, are the 

following correspondences» c-/«*- ($0» 62), c-/c- (23), c-/e- (228), d-/c- (21it, 

281), c-/c- (U|8), -c/-c- (96), c-/c- (U|6), -k/-c (61), c-/¿- (2l»$, 279), <*/-c 

(211), -q/-c (28U), ¿-/¿- (199). 

«ty Initial t-/c- 

199. tun 
7 
cuy to hang 

«s  The only correspondence s/s in the present corpus is 317. Statistically s 

occurs with relative infrequency in both J and I and, in I at least, occurs most 

often in words of Spanish origin, where it is an Ixil reflex of Spanish s. This 

combination of infrequent occurrence in the morphemes of the language as a whole 

and relatively frequent occurrence in words of Spanish origin as coapared with its 

occurrence in native words renders the reconstruction of *s suspect, especially in 

view of the fact that no other s occurs in the Ixil data, and that for the total 

of four J s reflexes in the data, three of them correspond to I reflexes c (220, 

21|2) and s (138) • More data are called for before any confidence can be felt in 

the reconstruction of *•• 

«y Initial y-/p- 

112. ya? 

171». yax 
7 

202. yoc 

Final -y/-y 

U>.   s'oxoy 

52.   kay 

226.   «o* 

The present corpus contains no examples of -y-/-y-. 

7 
yap weak, sick 

yen to make mistake 
r 

yoc to noteh^otohed log 

¡easno?y caterpillar 

cay fish 

moy cloud, fag/dusk 
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Included in the data» but subject to correction or to further study, arc the 

following correspondencest -y/-0 (170), -y-/-V- (172), y-/c- (91», 122, 196), -y/~? 

(277) y-/¿- (81), -y/-t (H»9, 193, 313), -y/-« Ü69, -*/•* (lQfcjj 188, 218), ¿-/y- 

(2UD, h-/y- (299), -h/-y (83), -h-/-y (88), «9/^ (152, 199, 253), -o~/-y- (30), 

-n/-V- (2U8), p-/y- (156), q-/r- (276). 

PJI RETROFLEXED SERIES 

«c  Initial e -/?- 

95. CO cun liae 

109. cat» ca- sacred 

110. 
v    7 
cuqup cok to hiccup 

U»7. CUCU cue to nurseAwthar 

171. cum cum to understand/to think, to be sad 

182. cal cal to one side of 

263. COW co'fl? blanket 

Final -o/-c 

1. hac xac harvest/separata 

5U. sec sue snail 

The present corpus has no examples of -c~/-e-. 

Included in the data, and subject to correction ar to further study, are the 

following correspondencest c-/c- (70, 11*2), c-/c- (H16), c-/¿- (221), -c-/-?- (U16), 

c-/¿- (2U8), -9/-I- (132), -9-/-I U5U), *-/*• (118), 4-/4- (77), -í/-o (276¿ c-/&- 

(228), S-/9- (170), Wc- (266), -o/-« (202),k-/e- (52), l-/f- (175). 

«c  Initial c-/c- 

63. cow 

67. el? 

87 . ca 

00- 

¿.7 

aouse 

dog 

to chew/to eat a seal 
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225* etnel      cuail       star 
3     *      3- J 

The present corpus has no «maples of -c-/"?~ or of -c/-c» 

Included in the data, and subject to correction or further study are the 
7 *T 4   1        •' 7 

following corrftspondeneest   -c/-p' (207), c-/¿- (31), c-/tf- (2«$| 279), c-/c- (266), 

-c/-« (202), 9-A- (151), c-/c- (221). 

Initial s -/*- 

33. »« 

35. *ax 

la. sim 

U7. sen 

51». sec 

61. sik 

115. saw 

131. ?" 
137. ¿tun 

1U1. ses 

21*6. siw 

Medial -£-Af- 

7. 7ÍfÍB 

38. ^iikap 

68. 7*? 
153. 7ifPÍ« 

231*. llsal 

2U5. eiswi 

Final -»/-« 

31. eis 

91». w 

"  7 •• 
sax 

sia 

ten 

sue 
•? 

sic 

sa^r 

s! 1 

sul 

se'w 

so^w 

^íi7» 

ifOX 

plsnak 
7iiqel 
z •* eiswu 

ci1s 
Vi. ca's 

root/ruap 

leaf 

spider 

gnat/mosquito 

snail 

wing 

to vomit 

hair 

to blow 

to breathe 

to be afraid 

shelled corn 

scorpion 

wart 

wife 

to be ashamed 

thorn 
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29U.   ^os 7os three- 

Included in the data, and subject to correction or further study, axe the 

following correspondences!   -JJ-/-0- (230), -*/-v (lltl), •%/£- (177), c-/s- (118), 

-V-f (81), -h/-s (120), -«/-? (251), s-/s- (217), «*/-s (l50. 

PJI VELAR SERIES 

*k     Initial   k-A- 

3ltt   kucsun 

51.   kap 

61i,   kuk 

99.   ka-7 

155.   kan 

159.   kax 

290.   kansukut 

293*   kav 

297.   kan 

301.   tone 

Medial   -k-/-k- 

38.   7iikap 

57.   fflkin 

111.   kunlaa 

118.   9ikin 

210.   cickap 

290.   kansukut 

Final   -k/-k 

6U.   kuk 

Included in the data, 

following correspondences» 

kucam 

kap 

kuk 

ka? 

kaa 

kax 

Kasop 

ka?w 

kax 

hoe 

7i?k*p 

ÍÍIkln 

^akun 

sikin 

kaplano 

kaWp 

cut trunk/trunk 

hoaey/bte 

squirrel 

grindstone 

to die 

red 

square 

twice(?)/second 

four(th) 

four days from now 

scorpion 

partridge^*** 

brujo 

ear 

thMwfrtr 

square 

ku k       squirrel 

and subject to correction or further study, are the 

-H/HJ (1*6), -k-/-c- (230), k-/c- (52), -k-/-k- (106), 
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k-/¿- (151»), -k/-k (aee), k-M- (265), -k-/q- (300), -k/-* (120), -k/-t (198), 

/-A- (166, 303), c-A- <1U3), c-A- (151), k-A- (152), -k/-k (212), ^A- (270), 

x-A- (22U), -n/-k (W5, 261»). 

7 
*k Initial   k ̂ - 

12. kun loa squash 

Ii2. K8X kax flea 

83. kah 
1 

kay bitter 

93. kah 4. pinole 

96. koc 
1     V    "1 
kico'a to shell com 

127. kul ku7l bellyAelly (-seat of 

197. 41 kal to tie 

218. 
1 
ku kuay (water )vell 

231. kahol kael son(of nale) 

Medial   -ft1 UAk- 

258. 
•7  1 7uke ?ute liquorAeverage 

ations) 

1.1 
The present corpus contains no exanples of -k/-k. 

Included in the data, and subject to correction or further study, are the 

following correspondences! k-/¿- (169), -k/-e (6l), k-A- (152), -k/-k (212), 

-k-/-p- (262), -kV^K (11*3), -V/-k (122), c-A- (21*8), k-/k- (l5b), -k/-k («X», 

-k-/-k- (106), k-/-k- (265), -l/-k (Ht2), n-/a- (183), -q-/-¿ <ll¿>)» q-/k- (113, 

136), 4-/-¿- (i28), eqfiJrtiaoram, y-/¿- (81). 

PJI BOCK VELAR SERIES 

The present corpus exhibits no correspondences of q/q. J q nay correspond 

to I k in U|0, and to I ej in 29, 53 and 116, although these nay prove to be errors 

in transcription. The data show several J phonemes to correspond to I qt e in 131», 

? in 55, k in 300, and q in 281». There is no possibility of reconstruction without 
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«ore data; from the present corpus, one can only surmise that PJI did not contain *q. 

«q     Initial   q-/<F 

13.   qc? 

26*   qap 

27.   qol 

60.  QU' 

69* qopo 

160. qan 

162. qex 

25b. qin 

Medial -q-/-q- 

2. ?aqin 

21. ^aqin 

250. 7elqon 

298. ?aqpal 

Final -q/-q 

32. ?aq 

8U. hiq 

86. plq 

161». ?oq 

22b. xaqeq 

239. taq 

21*7. leq 

Included in the data, and subject to correction or further study, are the 

following correspondences! -q/4 (28b), -q/-1 (58), q-/¿- (113,136), -q-/-k- (128), 

-q/-¿ (180» *«5), W<r (28b), -q-/-*- (22b), q-/V- (276), -h/-q (97), Vq- (55), 

1  7 
qoq squash (chilacavote) 

-i i 
qap branch, am, hand 

qol turpentine, pitch 

quq feathered headdress/quetsal bird 

qopo unmated 

qan yellow 
7 
qex black 

qi' fiesta/dey 

?aqon work 

'aqen plank 

?elqqm thief 

Wal night 

7a,- vine, tongue 

xlq to choke 

1q to swallow 

M to cry 

kaxiq wind 

*q to answer 

loq to buy 
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-7/4 (13» 60>» -q/4 (29# 53, 116). 

«x > 

Correspondence» for x/c oecttr in the present corpus only in nedial and final 

positions»   With few exceptions (It, 20, It?, l8l) the correspondences h/x are in 

initial position.   This leads us to set up the statement 

tif/x- in env. / 

x/x elsewhere 

and hypothesise that the counterexamples mentioned arc to be explained by develop- 

ments subsequent to the PJI > J/l split»   Supporting data are as follows t 

Initial   h-A- 

1.   hac 

56.   hoh 

8ii.   hiq 

106.   hukup 

108.   nulo 

19Ü.   hax 

20$.   HDI 

295.   hun 

Medial   *x-/-x¿ 

UO.   etaoy 

III»*   saxuk 

113. 

206. 

217.   suxu 

282.    ?W 

Final   -xAot 

35. tax sax leaf 

xac harvest/separata 

xo> crow 

xiq to choke 

xukup slop trough 

xupan to hunt 

xax to open 

xul hole 

xun one/comgining form of )one 

jaamoy caterpillar 

saxuk body louse 

kaxeo itch 

poxo dust 

sex foaa 

7ixajf cargo (carried on back) 
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l»2. tax tax flea 

100. pax P« to fold 

121. ?ox 7<a foot 

128. ^uqax 7istax fingernail 

157. •ux •ux to bury 

159. tax tax red 

162. i qex i qex black 

163. sax sax «hite 

191. hue xax to open 

216. tax ** dry 

238. vinax nax •an 

210. cex cax to send 

280. nix Vx whetstone 

287. nohoax no nax full 

The data include the following correspondences» which «ay be resolved by 

correcting errors in the word lists or by assembling aere data pertinent to these 

correspondences: -x/-0 (206), -x-/-0- (259), x-A- (221»), •*/•* (17U), -x/-s (l5l), 

-C-/-X- (189), ?-h*- (107, ¿¿fr (lli3), «*/•* (168, 196), n-/x- (5, 72, 181, 227), 

-n/«* (297), •*/•* (27U), -q-A*- (22a), -y/«* (169). 

PJI URYMGEAL SERIES 

*? Initial 1-/7-   (These sets are only representatives of a large list of 

7—/?"' correspondences •) 

17. ?ah ?a- reed 

89. ?al Vl Juice 

19. ek ?ek flowering tree parasite 

L33. ?eh ?•• tooth 

V. ?isia 7isi?« shelled com 
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68. ?i»r isox woman 

11. *9 V avocado 

185. *k nok to enter 

U5. n    1 7uk -w head louse 

258. ?ul* 7uke liqaor^beverage 

Final   -?./ -7 

25. te7 *.? tree 

33. sV se' rootHcuq» 

67. ¿i1 ci dog 

77. «V ¿a? dp resent 

80. Si7 si7 firewood 

82. ci7 5i7 sweet 

99. ka te? grindstone 

119. ti7 #V mouth 

12U. wi7 wi? head 

The present corpus contains no instances of -7-/-7-, but at the sane time it 

presents the problea of accounting for a large number of occurrences of -4-1 -?-, 

usually in morpheme (or syllable) shapes CVJj/SVj:. The solution to this problea 

will likely be found bound up with the interpretation of long vowels in Ixil, sod 

possibly with the interpretation of vowel clusters sad reconstruction of lost con- 

sonants in Ixil (e.g., 231. hahol/pol). The present data includes  It, 6, 7, 

31, 36, 37, 1*>, U7, 55, 59, 61», 87, 88, 89, 90, 91», 102, 115, 127, 

131, 1U1, 151, 15U, 161, 168, 183, 21*6, 278, 280, 293, 327, 328. la 

sets 7, 61», 89, 102, 115, 127, 131, 293 and 327, the words differ only in that 

CVC/W7C. Hera we apparently have the option of positing PJI without medial7, in 

which case its presence in Ixil must be explained} or of positing a PJI morpheme 

pattern of *CV9VC which was reduced to CVC (by loss of 7V) in J and to CV?C (by loss 
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of V) In I; or ve could posit a PJI «CV7C which lost ? In J and reaalned unchanged 

in I» lothlng in the j/l data seems to point definitely to one or the other of 

these possibilities} we will say for the sake of having a starting point that (with 

the exception of 7, ?isi"/?*?i7«) PJI had as one of its aesphenes the shape CVCVC, 

in which intervocalic C was 7. Thus --/-- is added to the list which already 

includes 7 in initial and final position» and we nay state that 

«CV?VC > CVC/W7C 

This allows reconstructions for 6U» 89, 102, 11$, 127, 131, 293, 327 and creates a 

problea in 7» where the extra syllable would lead to the reconstruction of *'\íí?im. 

Application of the sane foraula to other occurrences of non-initial and non-final I 

? has iaplieations for the reconstruction of 1», 6, 31» 1|0, U7, 55» 59, 75» 86, 9U» 

96, D4, 151, 15U, 161, 168, 2ti6, 263, 280, 290, 322» 328. 

The following correspondences «ay be eliminated by further study of «ore exten- 

sive data, or by corrections in the present vos)d lists> -?/-0 (Zitli), -?/-p (112)» 

7-/1- (55), -?/-q (13Í 60), -?/-s (81), ?-/fe- (107), c-/?- (215), -c-/-?- (lli6), 

P-/7- (1U5), 4/-7 (58), -w/-?- (263), -y-/-7 (277). 

The reflexes in I which corresponde to J h, n and x present a confused and 

tangled picture. It is not at all certain that the uniting of h-/x- with -*-/•*« 

and ^c/'út under PJI «x will prove to be satisfactory. For one thing, h/x does 

occur in ««dial (1*9) and final (181, 20, U) positions as well as initial (see above 

under *%), which could be taken as (scant but) indicative evidence for the recon- 

struction of a proto-phoneac of which h/x would be reflexes, apart fren «x. This 

would leave us with the curious situation that of 2a correspondences x/x, not one 

Is x-/x-,   what could aooount for that defective pattern» and what kind of recon- 

struction would fill the gap? 

The data also include 9 instances of h/?» eight of which (It, 30» 168, 181*, 307, 

312, 312» 316) are h-/- and one (322) is «edial preceding 4»   There are 12 instances 
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«h *h > 

of h/0, of which none is initial, seven are final and five are medial. Thus ve could 

make a case for a poeto phoneme which in all positions is h in J but is "? in initial 

and jf in medial and final positions in I. This prote phoneme could not be identical 

to the one which accounts for the h-^c- correspondences, whether or not this latter 

Is/identical to the phoneme which accounts for -x-/-oc- and -x/-ai. Nor coujd it be 

'4? which we have now reconstructed in all three positions. He can call this phoneme 

*h and describe its history as 

-h-/-0-, •*/"*_ 

Thisls not a very tidy solution, since it required that we seek some explanation 

for the loss of h in I in medial and final positions and for its change to 7 in 

initial position, as well as for the h-/x- treated as part of *x. It begins to be 

evident either that we must recognize an unreasonably large inventory of proto pho- 

nemes if we account for the correspondences in the data in a way that reflects a 

single-stage process for PJI > J/l, or we must assemble sufficient evidence to pro- 

vide some clues to several stages or processes of split, reassignment and merger. 

Vc might note an additional facton *h as reconstructed here would indicate that J 

h came down unchanged while in I *h > ?-, ty* and -0. Theory assumes that I split 

from the proto-Mayan stock at an earlier stage than did J, and that I is more likely 

to reflect the proto-Mayan forms than is J. As reconstructed here, *h would be 

counter to this assumption, although not historically impossible. If we bring in 

the items called counterexamples to the reconstruction of *x > h-^c-, -x-/-<x-, 

-x/-x (li, 20, 1(9, 181) and instead reconstruct «h > h^c in all three positions 

(but leaving a gap in initial position for *x), tt is possible to combine the cor- 

respondence sets h-/^- with -X-/-X- and -x/-x as coming from *x, but this seems a 

little too far-fetched phonetically, and leaves us with the problem of accounting 

for -h-/-jí- >nd -h/-0 in some other way. Poor as the suggested solution is, it 
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seems to be the best choice in a bad situation. We still have no place in the 

pattern for h/x in It, 20, 1»9 and 181. 

The following correspondences «ay b e eliminated by further study of acre exten- 

sive data, or by corrections in the present word lists i -h-/-<w- (292), -h/-l (137), 

h-/-n- (2UU), -h/-n (21U), -h/-q (97), h-/y- (299), -h/-y (83), -h-/-y (88). 

JACALTBC 0 

While n is phonetically present in Ixil, it is not phoneaically contrastive* 

In Jaealtec n is phoneaically contrastive, and it has several different correspon- 

dences in Ixilt 0*, ?, k, k, 1, n, s, s, x and y (see data below). If we posit 

PJI * n on the basis of its phonemic status in present-day Jaealtec, it becomes 

necessary to account for its loss of phonemic status in Ixil and for the wide var- 

iety of phonetic features of its Ixil correspondences. If, on the other hand, we 

posit a PJI with no phonemic *n, it seems most natural to assume that *n at one time 

had subaembers [n] and [n], possibly with the latter occurring only before velars 

as in present-day Ixil} further that in jaealtec a phonemic contrast developed 

between /n/ and /n/ and that once the phonemic contrast was established, a number 

of influences combined to produce one after another phonemic change in Jaealtec 

morphemes such that phonemes which did not come from «n became changed in some mor- 

phemes to n and that other morphemes changed to n by analogy. Such a series of steps 

could be partially symbolised as follows t 

•n > n/a 

J a - J [n], [n] 

J In], [n] > M, fy 

J /C/ > A/, where /C/ symbolises one of several Jaealtec phonemes at one 

of several stages of Jaealtec development, which by analogic change or perhaps to 

resolve difficulties created by homonymity (e.g.) changed to /$/.   The result of 
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this process presumably could be that *n > n, n/n, but that as other consonants In 

certain morphemes changed to J n, there would be a growing list of I reflexes for 

J n. This is specifically the present-day case, as note the list in the early part 

of this section» 

If we suppose this to be the base, however, we would expect to find correspon- 

dences n/n more numerous than they are in the present data and, under appropriate 

conditions, we would expect to find a number of these correspondences $/n to be in 

medial position before velar consonants* Thus this possible explanation is far 

from satisfactory so far as accounting for the present data is concerned. 

If further research should indicate neither of these possibilities to be a 

satisfactory explanation of Jacaltec n, it can only be hoped that additional data 

will point clearly to an acceptable solution. For the present we can only surmise 

either that *n was in PJI and was lost in Ixil, or that it was not in PJI and has 

reached phonemic status in Jacaltec by means of a series of developments after PJI 

> J/l.   There are difficulties with each hypothesis. 

The Jacaltec words with n and their correspondences in Ixil are* 

-n/-0   11. 7on/7o- avocado 125>. palan/pala forehead 

189. ?icin/7ixa to carry on back  2&. qin/ql- fiesta/day 

-n-/-0- 301. tone/toe four days from now 

n-/?-  280. nix/Vx whetstone 

-n-/-?- 290. fcansukut/ka so^p square 

-9/-?   21». ?in/i7 exterior color 

3U». 7on/7o? we, us 

n-A-  270. na/kapal house 

-n/-k  175» lin/cak standing 

n-A-  183. no/i»? crawl 

-n/-l  292. lahon/lawal ten 

75. tan/«Wax ashes 

26U. oan/cik skirt 
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-n/-n        135*   tty/tin   to beat (heart) 

76. nup/sip smoke 

177• ¿on/son to sit down on block 
of wood/to sit down 

n-/«- 

-n/-« 

72. neh/x« Uil 

227* napA»P*l rain 

199* tup/cuy to hang 

«n > 

251. kan/pis to dance 

5. nal/xal car of dry com 

l8l • noh/xox lying face up 

-ft/-x   297* tanAax four 

-n-/-y-  30. hinat/7iya seed 

~9/-y   152. kop/koy hunchback 

-n/-y-  2I48. conA&yi to sell 

Thus there does not seem to be a reasonable basis for a statement about n 

analogous to those for J h- or J t- whereby 

n/^ in some definable environment 

^^ elsewhere 

nor any great assurance that if such a statement were possible, the Ldl reflex 

would be n. In any case the other sets oust still be explained in some other way* 

q/q    Another problem involved in the present data is that of q/q. Both J and I 

have a fair number of words containing q (although not so many as those containing 

q, for example), but the data does not contain a correspondence q/q. J q has as 
1 •? 7 

correspondences the^ reflexes k (Utf)) and q (29» 53, 116), both of which are suspect 

so far as accuracy of transcription are concerned. I q has as correspondences the 

J reflexes c (13li), 7  (55) and k (300), none of which are particularly convine lag 

as bases Ear reconstruction. More data are needed, and the data in the present 

corpus needs careful rechecking in the field. The present assumption is that no 

«q is to be reconstructed on the basis of this corpus. 

VOWELS OF PJI 

While no thorough-going attempt is nade in the present paper to reconstruct 
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the vmrels of PJI, it is possible to indicate some of the features which must be 

taken into consideration. Ho vowel length «as marked for the Jaealtec data} vowel 

length is phonetically eontrastive in a number of pairs of words in Ixil, but the 

whole subject of length in Ixil has not been adequately studied. It is not possible, 

from this corpus» to reconstruct length and interpret Ixil vowel nuclei and clusters. 

The occurrence of 0/? will doubtless be found to be related to the problems of 

vowel reconstruction. Numerous examples document the reconstruction of «a > a/a 

(112 exx.), «e > e/e (22 exx»), *l > i/i (59 exx.), *o > o/o (1*8 exx), *u > u/u 

(38 exx.). Counterexamples, while included in the data, are statistically infre- 

quent and can perhaps be considered to be developments subsequent to PJI > J/i in 

those cases where further investigation does not eliminate the listed sets as not 

being cognate. These counterexamples are as followst 

a/et 7U, 98, 169 

a/os 53, 271, 275, 281» 

e/at 1»7, 120, 2l»0, 258, 303, 321 

e/ot none 

i/ai 1U3, 156, 175, 189 

i/ot 203, 2l«6, 261 

o/at 2U8, 292 

o/it 96 

u/at 196, 211» 

u/l» 76 

a/it 251, 261», 266, 322 

a/u» 233, 322 

e/ii 211, 221» 

e/ut 228 

i/et 10, 212 

i/ui 280, 305 

o/et 132 

o/ut 51», 95, 205, 209, 311 

u/et none 

u/ot 11*0, 217, 271 

Thus there seems to be good evidence for reconstruction of five PJI vowels «a, *e, 

*i, «o, *u and no convincing evidence in the present corpus for reconstructiem addi- 

tional vowels* 

RKXMSTHUCTED PJI PJPRPHEHES 

The phonemes of PJI represented by these reconstructions may be 

followst 
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2* *& *ef *c «k *! 
Initial P/P t/f t/c c/e c/e kA 7/7 «a > a/a 

Medial P/P «v* t/c c/o kA 7v/?v «e > «/• 

Final p/p •Vs- t/c c/e c/c ? ?/? |i > i/i 

«0 > 0/0 

A -7 

2& 
7 ? 

«c «£ «2 #u > u/u 

Initial P/P t/¿ 
7 -? 
c/c 773 c/c kA q/q 

Medial p/p c/c ? q/q 

Final p/f> 

«a «n «1 

c/c q/q 

Initial •A n/n 1/1 

Medial m/« n/n 1/1 

Final •A n/n 1/1 

«v «s »s   «y «s 

Initial   wA s/s       y/jr s/s 

Medial s/s s/s 

Final    wA s/s s/s  y/y í/í 

•the **fa 

h/x h/? 

xA h# 
x/x h/0 

On this basis, the morphemes in ths data list ara tentatively reconstructed in 

the column to the left of the itea numbers* For those iteas in which cognate status 

is in doubt, the itea nuabers are enclosed in parentheses. 

There are a number of words which cannot yet be completely reeeastrueted with 

the PJI symbols available at this stage, yet which seem to be cognate and which 

would yield to reconstruction if a solution were found to one or another of the 

problems referred to previously* 

There are a few further items upon which a comment may be made» Item 6 would 
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appear to be the result of metathesis (cf • also 191, 221»), and a presumption from 

Ixil words pax 'bone1 and xal *ear of dry com' would be that the J word could be 

a result of combining these two, if they are the same in J as in I. If this is the 

case, then the I word in 6 is the one which has undergone metathesis. But this 

would seem to negate the type of reconstruction which has been posited to handle 

*•? as reflected in -#-/-f-. If we assign to the I word the slightly more archaic 

status, then J has undergone the metathesis and lost two occurrences of •*?- with 

the vowels following each. If I has been the word to undergo metathesis, it is 

necessary to recognise the doubt into which this could throw the reconstruction of 

*7 in medial position as reflected in -jt-/-7-. 

The possibility that different stages or different processes of change are 

reflected in the present corpus is suggested by comparing cognate sets such as the 

followingi 

268 with 281 

181» with 108 

Hi with 309 

U8 with & 

260 with 120 and 319 

277 with 278 

212 with 11*3 

89 with 190 

11 with 311» 

93 with 83 

156 with 11*5 

325 with 77 

Ht6 with 11*7 

317 with 220 

121 with 320 

191 with 285 

22 with 97 

In 129, the J word would seem to be a combination of 'head* and 'dog*} the I 

word seems to be a combination of 'head1 and 'griddle (comal)'. The cognates for 

•head» are in the list as item 121». 

Item 191 may well indicate another case of metathesis, but it furnishes no 

clues as to which word has been thus changed. In such eases, comparison of these 

words with their cognates in other Mayan languages can help to establish the facts 

of the case. This paper has been written deliberately without recourse to material 

from other Mayan languages, and in subsequent work it will be of interest to see how 
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much of the reconstruction attempted here survives comparison with a wider range 

of data within J and I and with cognates in other related languages • 

Iteas such as 286 and 271 are sobering reainders of the fact that several 

characteristics of the data might throw doubt on the reconstructions (in these 

cases» for example, the way in which t/jl is handled here). 

There is ground for suspicion that in 302 pet/pet» which provides the only 

example of -J/-t in the present data, both words are assimilated from Spanish 'pero'. 



JAaLTEC-IXIL CORPUS 

«xa£ 1. had xac to harvest/to separata 

*?«q 2. ?aqta ?aqen work 

*?w 3. ?a»al ?aw to plant 

*hi7i_ li. hih Vx ear of young corn 

• al 5. nal xal ear of dry com 

6. paxal pa lax corncob 

«Vi. 7. ^i3im ?isi7a shelled corn 

•J* 8. sat w face 

«map 9. map nap coyol (fruit of a pain) 

*cw 10.   * *•  ciw 
•7 

cewes anona (type of fruit) 

11. <0n V avocado 
7 

*kUB 12. kum nun squash 

13. 
i   7 7      7 qoq squash (chilacayote) 

*?is 11». ^is ?is potato 

«jTin 15. ¿inte J&n yuca 

•?ie 16. 7|é ?ic chile 

17. ?ah V reed 

«ela 18. cia ein thatch 

•M 19. ?ai ?ek7 flowering tree parasite 

20. 7itah 7ieax herb 

.%k 21. ?aqin ?aqen plank 

«*- 22. tah *• pine 

23. cisis eisia oypress (Sp. ciaros) 

21*. 7i» -i? exterior color 

«*7 25. te7 *7 tree 
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7   i 
26. 

7      1 7    "I qap 

*qol 27. qol qpl 

«sao 28. SBCÍ1 sacil 

29. 
•7 paq 

30. hinat ?iya 

31. cis ci s 

*aq 32. ?aq ?aq 

*se? 33. se" se7 

«kucan 3U. kucsa kUOOBL 

*!MX 35. MX sax 

36. 10 lo ' 

37. lopal loW 
»<?is)kap 38. ^iskap ?iskap 

39. nan navi'7 

U0. ¿aoeoy s'oxno^y 

«sin to. sin fin 

*kax U2. 
•7 

kax kax 

«sip Ii3. •ÍP •ip 

•sue («white) ltU . saxuk saxuk 

• uk U5. ?uk ^ 

1*6. sanik sanie 

U7. sen «n 

•^us U8. u. 7us 

U9. ^ahan «. 

50. eueu qan/ucu 

branch, am, hand 

turpentine, pitch 

squash seed 

(fruit)pit, (fruit)stone 

seed 

thorn 

vine, tongue 

root/ruop 

cut trunk/trunk 

leaf 

to eat (generic) / to eat fruit 

fruit 

scorpion 

butterfly 

caterpillar 

spider 

flea 

tick (insect) 

body louse 

head louse 

ant 

gnat/nosquito 

nosquito 

«asp nest 

vasp 
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«tap 51. tap W honey/hee 

52. key 9V fish 

? (53). aolaq noeoq tadpole 

5b. soc sup Stall 

55. ^usaix 
1   7 qu<s bussard 

*xoh 56. hoh xo- crow 

«jftkin 57. fftkin ?ik!n partridge/bird 

*4h-«>_ 58. ^ah/oq ?a«V sale turkey 

59. Sunun *Vm hummingbird 

60. fr7 quq feathered hcaddress/quetsal bird 

61. sik sic wing 

62. cik jftkin bird 

<Á3 63. 
i 
cow CO' mouse 

*ku7uk 61*. kuk ku?k squirrel 

#palaa 65. pelaa pa lam cougar 

*?ip 66. ?ip ?ipoy armadillo 

«el9 67. «? *7 dog 

*7*! 68. is isox voaan 

nqopo 69. .qopo 
1 
qopo unnarricdj unrated 

•Jtyaa 70. citaa CiCSJB pig 

«ce 71. ce ce horse/dee? 

• Sh 72. neh x« tail 

*1I¿ 73. lit' lit7 spark/lightning 

7b.~ jfc7 '*? to buxn( iatr) / to bura(tr) 

75. tan «Vax ashes 



? (76). gup sip snokc 

77. *? ca' sxcrenent 

Vok 78. ¿ok «fok to chop, cut 

«pop 79. pop pop straw aat 

*si? 80. Si? si? firewood 

(81). ya? kas hot (-picante) 

*ei? 32. c£7 oV sweet 

*¿a_ 83. 
1 
kah ¿ay bitter 

*xiq 81i. hiq *iq to choke 

4» 85. ¿up «fop to suck 

•_iq 86. piq wiq to swallow 

87. 
5 
ca 

3- * 
to chew/to eat a meal 

88. wahil •waV hunger 

#Val 89. ?ai Vi Juice 

*ci 90. ci ci to eat meat 
V .7 

«cip 91. cipe cip seat 

*?«jfam 92. ? &j&n ?a|aa salt 

«4h 93. ¿ah kV pinole (toasted ground corn) 

*a7as 91*. yas oa's green 

f5. CO eun lime («cal) 

(96). too kico7a to shell com 

? 97. tah *i cooked 

98. saa stale griddle 

«ka? 99. ha k* grindstone 

«pax 100. pax pax to bend (something) double, to fold 
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*e«7ev 

106 

107. 

«eah 

•kun 

«wtv 

Vi7 

*7oat 

«pela 

(101). 

102. 

103. 

lOtw 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

112. 

113. 

lili. 

115. 

n6. 

117. 

^8. 

119. 

(120). 

121. 

(122). 

123. 

121». 

125. 

Í*7 
«UHtl light/fire, light 

car -> ? 0« V cold 

/u ,V gourd (watcrcarrying) 

/iaa ¿imay gourd dipper 
7 

hak kW cargo not 

hukup(an) Bikup slop trough 

?upulte? xupeV blovgun 

fculo xupan to hunt 

can ca' sacred 

pat pom incense 

kunlaa akun brujo (witchdoctor) 

ya7 yap weak, sick 
1   »/ 

ajBxac kaxac itch 

poho po- pus 

saw sa7v to vomit 

eikln 

ti? 

ask 

Vue 

wi7 

pelan 

sikin 

#V 
v 

•as 

Is» 

euk 

wi 

pala 

south 

left(hand) 

foot 

to defecate 

skin 

head 

forehead 



(126). nuq qul neck 

«ku^ul 127. 
7 
kul kVl bellyA*lly( "scat of «notions) 

128. ?uqax ?isk« fingernail 

$129). wici wi?semic knee 

130. — 

*si7il 131. sil siV hair 

(132). noe nelelt rib 

»?eh 133. "eh V tooth 

(131»). cun qul throat 

135. tin tin to beat(heart) / to beat(heart), nove 

*J» 136. 
? 
<JOil kon brain 

137. Stjh sul to blow 

v 138. hatis 
1       t 
tisnap to snee2e 

(139). malkul qalpicil to belch 

UtO. 
v,            1 
cuqup cok to hiccup 

v n 
llil; ses se?w to breathe 

11|2. eul cuk to urinate 

(Hi3). cik tax blood 

•44 Dili. fa, Sup saliea 

1 Ilt5. pUfka **P to be born 

1 Ili6. cucu eu'un to nurse, to suckle 

Hi7. eueu cue to nurse/aother 

1U8. elp 
7 

ci to grow 

11*9. wy W&t to sleep 

(150). mo^fo ^Ot blind 
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(151.) cox ko. laac 

152. 
1 
kon key hunohbaok 

«pis 153. 
7ispis pisaak wart 

(15U). koci ko?l to limp 

«kaa 155. kaa kaa to die 

(156). Pi^ y? to kill 

«mix 157. •UK MUX to bury 

•?il 158. ?il • lát* to see 

«kax-" 159. kax kax rod 

«oso 160. 
7 
can ¿a» yellow 

n  v 
161. yw 

v 7» oa s green 

.1  
«qex 162. 

7 
qex 

7 
qex black 

«sax 163. sax sax «hite 

*?oq 161». ?•* ?o4 to cry 

»?ap 165. "?ape ?api to hear 

(166). •W kan to touch 

Vip 167. Zip ¿IP to «rite 

«hu^ 168. hi* Vx paper 

(169). hay ?« to lose 

(170). say  ' ea to choose 

«CUB 171. eua eun to understand/to think, to be sad 

172. vayke aaaltu to dreaa 

173. «eyik Wi^ a dreaa 

17U. y« yan to sake mistake 

(175). lln oak standing 
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(176). pis son 

? 177. ifo» lion 

(178). coh sot 

(179). hil kos 

180. p«q P»k 

181. noh ** 

«cal 182. cal cal 

(183). 9° ko' 

*hul 18U. faul ?ul 

*?ok 185. ^ok ok 

*7el 186. 7.1 7«1 

187. pel 
7 
pen 

l':iii- 
t 

188. 
•? -7 

PV 

(189). ?icin ix. 

*?al 190. ?al 7al 

191. laq ¿»1 
(192). VelnCM lavup 

193. V ?at 

«MX 19U. hn xax 

««i¿ 195. sik sik7 

(196). r» eax 
7 

«ml 197. ¿i ¿1 
? 198. ffi" cit 

? 199. tan ouy 

200. 

to sit down 

to sit on block of wood/to sit down 

sit on haunches 

lying down 

lying face up 

lying f ac« upward 

to one sida of 

to crawl 

to e< 

to antar 

to go out 

to walk/to go 

road 

to carry on back 

heavy 

to embrace 

a fan 

there is 

to open 

to piek up 

to throw dowAf to drop 

to tie 

to shake 

to bang 
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(201) poh P»f to split 

*y°- 202. yoc y°? to notch/notched-log ladder 

*p< 203, pic poc to wrap up 

*lak 20U. lak 
1 

lak to stick (something) togethei 

*xj. 205. hoi xul hols 

•pOXO^ 206. pox» poxo dust 

? 207. 
7 

hoe aorf* ditch 

**i4 208. 

209. 

vi¿ *4 mountain 

•kap 210. eickap kaplano thunder 

(211). em 
Z   3 
eio aetal 

212. ¿ik cuk rust 

(213). pan 
7 

nap lake 

(211») . jfah 
2 
can drop (of liquid) 

? 215. 
V     7 

eak ?a¿ wet 

•dax 216. tax ** dry 

217. suxu SOX foam 
7 

•ku 218. Ku kuay (water)well 

219. kaha7 7   0 bridge 

? 220. ^as 'aoin to bathe/to swim 

221. ca 
7 
oa to «ash 

«fti 222. ifti Vil dirt 

(223). ÍM* «> sun 

221,. 7    -7 
xaqeq kaxiq wind 

*oua 225. euael 
7 

cuati star 
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«•©y 226. «oy aoy cloud, ^bg/dusk 

227. nap xapal rala 

*-—ce?ew 228. 
"7 

cencew cunee ?w frost 

229. cer eel rainbow 

? 230. tuskua kexsucum whirlwind 

•tah-ol 231. ¿hoi kaol son (of male) 

*?aimp   • 232. 7anap Vanap son of female sibling/sister 

233. 
7iCMil tumel husband 

23U. 7isal isqel wife 

* »lip 235.?alip ?alip daughter-in-law 

«M. 236. ma.  . BBS father/ancestor 

> 237. ^Isnam nan lady 

«nax 238. vinax nax sen 

**W 239. t^ *3 to answer 

2U0. OCX cax to send 

(2U1). ¿ot yol word 

21*2. si Oi they say, it is said 

(2U3Í. yeh cu» to teach 

? 21a. ho^ kano« yes 

2U5. ¿isvi ciswu to be ashamed 

«OL* 21*6. siv io* to be afraid 

*loq 2U7. loq !•* to buy 

(21|S). e°9 kayi to sell 

*tyoh 2lt9. toh CO to pay 

• felójm 29). ?elqpa ?«lqom thief 
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(251). kan pi? dance 
1 

*pi_ 252. pit pV song 

•jBty 253. sot 
• 

yoe rattle 

25U. q*n qi- fiesta/day 

«fco 255. 

256. 

-i 
to 

7 
ko- aask 

«•'ah 257. tah ¿a pine 

*7uk 258. ?uta uk* liquor/beverage 

259. saxci sa-c to play 

«mas 260. ma? mas to fool around/to deceive 

(261). 
i 
til to. to undress 

? 262. 
it      0 
pokwi' popal hat 

*co_ 263. cow co7si7 blanket 

"(261») . C6tn oik skirt 

265. kolqap 
Tul       77 
'iskolqap ring 

(266). 
7 

cal 9* thread 

*oca 267. cea cam to weave 

Vi» 268. 

269. 

frs fcs to sew 

? 270. 9» kapal house 

? 271. 'atut W house 

«P*ty 272. 

273. 

P»t 
V 

pac hut 

? 27lw Vf> fe* wall 

? 275. pa^ap poe*oa beam of wood 
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? 276. 0OC W ladd«r/notched-pole ladder 

277. PW P«7 corral 

278. pepil W fenoe/fenced-in plot 

• aty 279. ¿at óao bod 

? 280. nix ?U?X whetstone 

281. Vispal 
4       "7 
eispal trash-iapleaent (brooa) 

*iW 282. ?W ?ixa* cargo (carriod on back) 

«pirn 283. pim pim thick (solids( 

? 28U. 

285. 

7   ? 
qaq qoc rough 

**- 286. tat •V thick (liquid) 

'UnohHUDC 287. 

288. 

nohnax no-nax full 

«nah-ety 289. nahat 
V 

nao distant 

? 290. kansukut ka so p square 

*kep 291. kapep kapil two/second 

t 292. lahoft lamí ton 

«ka7aw 293. kaw há?w twice ?/second 

*7«i 29U. 7os ?o» three• 

«xua 295. tan xun one/combining for of)one 

(296). sunil kaxayil all,every 

297. kan kax fouHth) 

• aqpl 298. ?nqpal ?aqpal IP* 
? 299. hnpil y»i> year 

? 300. iMkal onion tomorrow 
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*pct 

«?n- 

*ha- 

*'•». 

301. 

302 

?303. 

301». 

30$. 

306. 

307. 

308. 

konc 

pet 

?in- 

ha- 

koa      four days fro» now 

pet      soon/out 

ku      what» how, why 

I» V 

I, ay 

you, your (sg) 

you, your (sg) 

309. ?is- -?i- he, his 

310. y- h«, his 

311. ko- ku- we, our 

•ho- 

*hey- 

*?o 

«nax 

«hcs 

*<•§ 

#ux 

312. 

313. 

31b. 

315. 

316. 

317. 

318. 

319. 

(320). 

(321), 

*kus 323. 

32U. 

ha- 

hey- 

?«9 

nax 

has 

?ai 

tux 

«P—HL 322.  pehsV 

kus 

^aoaq 

?«b- 

?»? 

?eé 

'as 

yux 

•as     pa* 

so 

yak 

puVin 

kus 

you, your (pi) 

you, your (pi) 

he, him 

you (pi) (noa, obj.) 

you (sing) (nom, obj.) 

to Juap 

aonksy 

coyota 

fox 

tat •sat/gnaw 

oharoeal 

32$. ca' ooals 
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«3C0S 326. hos xos 

*so7ol 327. sol so?: 

328. 
7 

cal ca 

to slice/to cultivate land 

between 

thread/to spin (thread) 
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